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 Abstract 

The L=1 torsatron systems having a spatial magnetic axis have been studied. The 

features of magnetic field properties between high and low helical coil aspect ratio 

systems have been examined. And magnetic field structures around the 

outermostsurfaces of several systems which are different pitch modulation *  and coil 

aspect ratio, have been studied by examining the Lyapunov characteristic exponents. As 

the result, desirable properties of magnetic field of low aspect coil systems with 

negative *  have been confirmed. 

 

1. Introduction 

  If we consider a compact system, a small field period number of the helical magnetic 

field N and low coil aspect ratio system is desirable for nuclear fusion device construction. 

The trapped particle confinement in the L=1 helical system with a large N is considerable 

satisfactory by particle orbits tracing and calculating the neoclassical transport particle and 

heat fluxes [1]. On the contrary, particles transport properties of compact system become 

worse due to large usual toroidal effects. We have improved particles transport by 

controlling the effective curvature toroidal term defined as the sum of usual toroidal 

curvature term and one of the nearest satellite harmonics of helical field term [1]. The 

improvement of particles confinements evaluated by the Boozer coordinate is observed. But 

their effects are more limited than that of large aspect ratio cases [2]. The transport 

properties of these compact systems are worse than large aspect ratio devices. And the 
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structures of magnetic field are also studied from viewpoint of the effective curvature term.  

  

2. Different coil aspect ratio devices 

 We have examined several type devices with different coil aspect ratio 0 /CA R a .  

A minor radius a  is hold constant ( 0.3[ ]m ) and a helical coil current is 1000[kA] in 

each case. The length of one helical field period is also fixed with standard case 0 17N   

device so that new coil aspect ratio will be obtained for an appropriate N  by 

0 0/C CA NA N . The subscript “0” denotes standard device case. The characteristic 

parameters are summarized in the reference [3]. 

  

3. Lyapunov characteristic exponent 

The Lyapunov characteristic exponent (LCE) gives the rate of exponential divergence 

from perturbed initial conditions. The equations of a magnetic field line have three LCEs, 

and the positive maximum LCE 1  decides a chaotic property of system. Let the base 

solution as ( )X  , where   is the arc length of field line, and perturbed solution as ˆ ( )X  . 

The deviation vector ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) w X X    and its magnitude ( ) ( )  w   are introduced 

to calculate 1 , where 1  is defined by 
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It is difficult to calculate 1  by using eq. (1) directly.  Because the finite digits of 

computer treatment cannot process wide range data defined by eq. (1). Though the field line 

equations are non-linear equation, the equations satisfied for small deviation vector are 

linear equation. By using this property, it can be possible to calculate 1  for small interval 

  to suppress wide range calculation. The starting deviation vector ( )st nw   which is 

rescaling vector along ( )nw  is introduced and is followed until ( 1)n   , then this 

vector is defined as the ending deviation vector (( 1) )en n  w   [4].  Eq. (1) is modified 

and becomes suitable for numerical calculation as  
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The practice program is coded and checked by testing of well-known Lorentz model 

equations. 

 

4. Magnetic Field Properties 

Here after, the value of 1  is evaluated by setting L=1000 in eq. (2). Fig.1 shows the  

( )
1

L  against L  which is the arc length of field line. The four different period numbers 

N=5 (Fig.1(a)), N=8 (Fig.1(b)), N=12 (Fig.1(c)) and N=17 (Fig1.(d)) cases are shown, and 

the each system has no pitch modulation. The r0 is starting point of field line.  

In Fig2, the maximum Lyapunov exponents ( )
1

L  at L=1000 are shown against system 

period number N in the three cases * 0.2   (Fig.2(a)), * =0.0 (Fig.2(b)) and * =0.2 

(Fig.2(c)).  In Fig.3, the average values of maximum Lyapunov exponents ( )
1

L  at 

L=1000 are shown against pitch modulation parameter *  in four different period number 

N cases. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 We have confirmed that the parameter *  controls the chaotic properties of fields 

around the outermost surface in large N , namely large CA  systems.  On the other hand, 

low N  system has low 1  properties though *  dependency is weaker than high CA  

cases. It takes much calculation time for 1  in our helical system where we evaluate field 

from coil current directly.  The reductions of execution time are our task that we must 

resolve. 
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Fig.2 The maximum Lyapunov exponents ( )
1

L at L=1000 are shown against system 
period number N in the three cases * =-0.2 (a), * =0.0 (b) and * =0.2 (c). 

Fig.1 The maximum Lyapunov exponents ( )
1

L are shown against L  which is the arc 
length along a field line. The four different period numbers N=5(a), N=8(b), N=12(c) and 
N=17(d) cases are shown, and the each system has no pitch modulation, that is, * =0.0. 

 

Fig.3 The average values of 
maximum Lyapunov exponents 

( )
1

L  at L=1000 are shown against 
pitch modulation parameter *  in 
four different period number N 
cases. 
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